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The data assimilation problem for satellite 
observations sensitive to both atmosphere and the 

earth’s surface

Stephen English, Enza di Tomaso, Fabrizio Baordo and Niels Bormann
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Sensitivity of sounding channel observations to 
emissivity and skin temperature

• AMSU-A has sounding and surface sensitive channels
– Channels 1-3,15 � Surface information  
– Channels 7-14� Sounding information 
– Channels 4-6� Sounding and surface information
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Visiting Scientist on Surface Assimilation 

Ben Ruston (NRL)
IASI surface sensing 
window channels 

IASI atmospheric sounding 
channels 
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T↓=2.7τ + Ta(1-τ)        (1-e)T↓τ eT*τ

If T* = T ↓ we lose sensitivity to emissivity

Error in 
Tskin

Error in 
Emissivity

TOA BT error from 
Tskin error

TOA BT error from 
emissivity

Nadir 30° Nadir 30°

Ocean 0.5K 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.10 0.04

Land best 2K 0.01 0.20 0.15 0.04 0.02

Land worst 5K 0.05 0.60 0.40 0.22 0.1

Sea ice 5K 0.1 0.55 0.35 0.45 0.2

Exact numbers depend on profile...this is illustrative
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Land

Sea 
ice

Ocean

Large 1st and 2nd

moments => tskin & 
emissivity error.s

Small 2nd moment 
=> skin 
temperature error.

Large 2nd

moment => 
emissivity 
error.

7 6    5              4                                          3 
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Sensitivity of sounding channel observations to 
emissivity and skin temperature

• Difficult to use channels sensitive to surface and atmosphere
– Radiances have different sensitivity to skin temperature and emissivity errors:
– Skin temperature important for sounding channels
– Emissivity important for window channels, and can be an issue for sounding 
channels

• Analysis of innovations shows that
– For ice free ocean emissivity errors dominate
– For land skin temperature errors dominate.
– For sea ice emissivity and skin temperature errors are high.
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Practical aspects: issues for assimilation of lower peaking 

radiances

1. Bias correction

2. Homogeneity tests

3. Spectral emissivity variation

4. Spectral skin temperature variation

5. Cloud and precipitation screening

6. Use of emissivity atlases

7. Use of geophysical fields and physical emissivity models
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1. Bias Correction

AMSU-A Ch.6 and MHS Ch. 5 bias with respect to the model short-term forecast

NOAA-18

Metop-A
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Practical aspects: issues for assimilation of lower peaking 

radiances

1. Bias correction

2. Homogeneity tests

3. Spectral emissivity variation (Enza)

4. Spectral skin temperature variation

5. Cloud and precipitation screening (Enza)

6. Use of emissivity atlases

7. Use of geophysical fields and physical emissivity models
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From Tom Kleespies, ITSC-15

2. Homogeneity

AMSU-A fovs with googleearth
land surface 
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2. Homogeneity

From R. Bennartz
2000 (NWPSAF 
VS report)

Optimal 
convolution of high 
resolution land use 
information to 
AMSU-B fov in 
support of RT 
modelling for 
assimilation

Land Fraction Sparse Vegetation

Deciduous Forest Urban
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2. Homogeneity

From C.Matzler, COST-712 final report

As well as inhomogeneity in surface type and temperature, orography also rotates 
polarisation and changes the effective local incidence angle at a sub-FOV scale.
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2. Homogeneity

From Catherine Prigent and Fatima Karbou
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2. Homogeneity

Also temporal changes:
- rainfall, snowfall, crop growth, harvesting, deforestation.....

So what to do?
- Compare to other estimates and use difference as QI indicator

- static atlas (e.g. TELSEM in RTTOV)
- dynamic atlas (e.g. Kalman Filter analysis)

- Reject over high orography (e.g. 1000m or high τ)
- Use high spatial resolution VIS/IR data e.g. MODIS but useful in cloud-free 
scenes only
- Optimal convolution of high resolution land type information to field of view 
and use only where heteorogeneous (Bennartz).

(method used at ECMWF in bold)
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Practical aspects: issues for assimilation of lower peaking 

radiances

1. Bias correction

2. Homogeneity tests

3. Spectral emissivity variation

4. Spectral skin temperature variation

5. Cloud and precipitation screening

6. Use of emissivity atlases

7. Use of geophysical fields and physical emissivity models
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- Multi-frequency emissivity atlases (e.g. 
TELSEM) plus interpolation

- Simplified models (Grody, Fastem-land, Weng....)

- PC/EOF representation (Pavelin, Boukabara) in 
analysis system trained with real emissivity spectra.

- Spectral correlation in analysis system based on 
real emissivity spectra (Sreerekha)

- “Physical” models (Fastem -ocean, various snow 
and sea ice models) 
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Practical aspects: issues for assimilation of lower peaking 

radiances

1. Bias correction

2. Homogeneity tests

3. Spectral emissivity variation (Enza)

4. Spectral skin temperature variation

5. Cloud and precipitation screening (Enza)

6. Use of emissivity atlases

7. Use of geophysical fields and physical emissivity models
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4. Skin temperature analysis

From Catherine Prigent JGR 1999

Surface emission is not always from a “thin” skin layer leading to 
an apparent spectral variation in Tskin according to penetration.

2 hour phase lag

Max temp:
19-T* GHz = -10K

Min temp:
19-T* GHz = +10K
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From Ben Ruston4. Skin temperature analysis
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12z 00z

10K 
differences 
over Africa by 
day

Similar 
LSTs over 
Africa by 
night

Francis 
also 
showed 
much 
better fit of 
Met Office 
LST to 
SEVIRI by 
night than 
by day.

4. Skin temperature analysis

Larger inter-model differences in Tskin by day than by night
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4. Skin temperature analysis

Specification of background errors for Tskin and choice of 
background emissivity have a large impact. 

TR Sreerekha
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4. Skin temperature analysis

Also directional dependence (sunny side vs shaded side) and 
impact on cloud screening of poor Tskin estimate.

So what to do?
- Identification when/where we trust NWP skin temperature and reject 
data elsewhere.
- 4D-var “sink” variable. Skin temperature derived is not necessarily 
meaningful and plays no further role other than to model the radiances.
- Simultaneous analysis of skin temperature and emissivity and cloud 
screening? Needs very good knowledge of errors...otherwise errors alias 
between variables.
- Multi-spectral Tskin analysis (e.g. Microwave and infrared as in Met Office 
ATOVS 1D-var).

(method used at ECMWF in bold)
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Practical aspects: issues for assimilation of lower peaking 

radiances

1. Bias correction

2. Homogeneity tests

3. Spectral emissivity variation

4. Spectral skin temperature variation

5. Cloud and precipitation screening

6. Use of emissivity atlases

7. Use of geophysical fields and physical emissivity models
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SSMIS – F17
Observations Selection - 1-31 August 2011

SI Screening
91V – 150H
-4 < SI < 4

Cloud Influence
Screening
-5 < Tobs – TfgClr < 5

Snow&Ice Model
Screening
Swp or Iwp < 0.1

FGDEP<0 Tobs colder than Tfg , main cause: RTTOV-SCATT is not able to simulate snow/ice scattering at high frequencies

FGDEP>0 Tobs warmer than Tfg, main cause: Excessive snow&ice in model and/or RTTOV-SCATT

All Sample, where 
dynamic emissivity 
retrieval has been 
successful @ 91H

Is it a good result?

Observation operator is 
RTTOV-SCATT

F Baordo
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Practical aspects: issues for assimilation of lower peaking 

radiances

1. Bias correction

2. Homogeneity tests

3. Spectral emissivity variation (Enza)

4. Spectral skin temperature variation

5. Cloud and precipitation screening (Enza)

6. Use of emissivity atlases

7. Use of geophysical fields and physical emissivity models
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By Blazej Krzeminski

6. Use of emissivity atlases
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By Blazej Krzeminski

6. Use of emissivity atlases
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Cloud-free emissivity estimation:

Cloud-present emissivity estimation:

6. Use of emissivity atlases (in presence of 

clouds)
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AMSUA AMSUA ALL SKY

AMSUA

Mean Emissivity binned in 2.5˚ by 
2.5˚  boxes over 1 month 
1 - 31 October 2011CLEAR

CLOUDY
AMSUA ALL SKY

Emissivities Maps @ 89
Day/Night Observations (all-sky: Bias correction added)

From Fabrizio Baordo
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6. Use of emissivity atlases: Specular or Lambertian?
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Lambertian

Specular

Bias correction

Following 
Guedj (2010).

Lambertian 
changes bias 
pattern results 
inconclusive.

July 2011
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6. Use of emissivity atlases

Approach widely used with documented success, especially when 
atlas is dynamically updated (Prigent, Karbou, Guedj, Ruston, 
Borbas, Pavelin....).

Needs reasonable skin temperature background and cloud 
screening to work well.

Testing extension to “all-sky” assimilation environment.

Note that emissivity can be analysed in PC space (Boukabara, 
Pavelin)
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Practical aspects: issues for assimilation of lower peaking 

radiances

1. Bias correction

2. Homogeneity tests

3. Spectral emissivity variation (Enza)

4. Spectral skin temperature variation

5. Cloud and precipitation screening (Enza)

6. Use of emissivity atlases

7. Use of geophysical fields and physical emissivity models
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7. Use of geophysical fields and physical or 

empirical emissivity models
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Physical and realistic models
- inputs are complex and high resolution (spatially and temporally)
- analysis problem is ill-posed and background information incomplete or 
inaccurate.

Empirical and simplified models
- rarely represent actual physics
- have had limited success.

So what to do?
- We could use emissivity derived this way as an extra QI check?
- For some surfaces emissivities estimated like this may be more reliable than 
other checks e.g. multi-year sea ice? So be selective?
- Attempt to make simplified parametric models more physically realistic ... 
This was called for by “COST-712” 15 years ago and little progress has been 
made.

7. Use of geophysical fields and physical or 

empirical emissivity models
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Practical examples
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Assimilated ATOVS radiances at ECMWF

� HIRS: channel 4-7, 11, 14, 15 over sea; 12 over sea and low orography only

� AMSU-A: channels 5,6 over sea and low orography; 7-14 land and sea

� AMSU-B/MHS: channel 5 over sea only; 3,4 sea and low orography

HIRS 

( 3 used)

AMSU-A 

(5 used)

AMSU-B/MHS 

(3 used)

NOAA-15 no: unstable yes 

(not ch 6, 11, 14)

no: quality

NOAA-17 yes Instrument failed no (since Dec 09)

NOAA-18 no: unstable yes yes

NOAA-19 yes yes (not ch 8) yes (not ch 3)

AQUA n/a yes

(not ch 5 & 7; 

6 over sea only)

n/a

METOP-A yes yes

(not ch 7)

yes

Note that microwave sounding 

observations with a strong 

contribution from the surface 

are not currently assimilated at 

ECMWF because of large 

uncertainties in the estimated 

surface emission
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(Figure by Tom Greenwald)

Active assimilation of AMSU-B/MHS channel 5 over 

land

AMSU-B & MHS weighting functions 

Channel 5 is the lowest-peaking 

in the 183 GHz water vapour 

band

Use of MHS channel 5 over land was first investigated by Karbou at 

Météo-France where channel 5 is actively assimilated if orography < 

1000m and abs(lat) < 55°
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Active assimilation of AMSU-B/MHS channel 5 over 

land: experiments

Assimilation experiments in two periods:

• Jul-Sep 2006 (AMMA* period, with the additional assimilation of MERIS data)

•“channel 5 exp (2006)”: channel 5 assimilated over sea and orography < 800 m 

and skin temperature > 278. K  

•“ctl exp (2006)”:   channel 5 assimilated over sea only and skin temperature > 

278. K 

• Jul-Sep 2010 (with a different observational system than in the 2006 experiments,  

e.g. with the assimilation of MetOp-A and NOAA-19 )

•“channel 5 exp (2010)”: as above 

•“ctl exp (2006): as above

*African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis  campaign (http://amma-gps.ign.fr)
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humidity analysis 

Mean TCWV differences between the 

“channel 5 exp (2006)”  and the “ctl  exp(2006)”

Gabon IGS station

(kg/m^2) (kg/m^2)

Mean TCWV differences between the 

“channel 5 exp (2010)” and the “ctl  exp(2010)”

ctl ctl

AMMA stations

(TCWV = Total column water vapour)

Active assimilation of AMSU-B/MHS channel 5 over 

land: experiments
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Correlation between the experiment 

(“channel 5 exp (2006)” and “ctl exp (2006)”)

and GPS TCWV 

AMMA stations

Average differences between the experiment 

(“channel 5 exp (2006) and “ctl exp (2006)”)

and GPS TCWV

Cannel 5 effect on the TCWV is significant both in term of correlation and mean TCWV at a 

few AMMA stations  

(kg/

m^2)

AMMA stations“channel 5 exp”

“ctl exp”
“channel 5 exp”

“ctl exp”

Active assimilation of AMSU-B/MHS channel 5 over 

land: experiments
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TCWV diurnal cycle at Gabon station for the “channel 5 exp (2006)” 

and the “ctl exp (2006)”

The systematic drying over Central Africa during the whole diurnal cycle is consistent with the 

GPS measurements in Gabon 

Active assimilation of AMSU-B/MHS channel 5 over 

land: experiments
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Summary

� Assimilation of near surface channels over land rea lly is 
difficult

� Methods to provide and analyse more emissivity have  
progressed significantly

� Treatment of skin temperature mostly rather simplis tic

� Cloud and precipitation screening appears solvable,  at 
least some of the time

� Inhomogeneity of surface a severe problem but we ca n 
look for homogeneous scenes 

� We are slowly exploiting more data 

� Feedback to land surface processes, modelling and 
assimilation still not well developed – but unclear how 
useful it can be?
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